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IICL Releases Online Preparatory Course for the Container Inspector Certification Examination

Washington, D.C. – The IICL, LTD. has released its Online Preparatory Course to assist individuals preparing to take the IICL Container Inspector Examination. The online training course consists of 3 modules that include slides and movies addressing inspections, repairs that include proper inspection practices and recommended repair criteria selection.

“The IICL”, said Steven Blust, IICL President, “has developed the training course and its component modules based on the latest guides for container inspection and repairs. Students are asked to answer a few questions after each module and a minimum score is required to move on to the next session, there is no limit on how many times students take the quizzes.”

The IICL Online Preparatory course is available as stand-alone item for $99 or as part of a bundle with the container inspector certification examination for $549. The course can be completed in about three hours, however, it is recommended that students take the time to study the manuals after each session to reinforce the understanding over each of the areas covered.

“In addition, students will have access to the training modules until the last day of the examination session for which they registered” said Luiz Goncalves, IICL Director Technical Services. “This will allow students review the online course to support their studies for the IICL exam, simply refresh their knowledge or search for some clarification.”

The IICL Online Preparatory Course does not certify students to become container inspectors. All who wish to certify will still need to participate in the IICL Container Inspector Certification Examination.

Organized in 1971, the IICL is a trade association, representing lessors of maritime containers and intermodal chassis. Its member companies, Beacon, CAI, Direct ChassisLink, FlexiVan, SeaCube, Textainer, TOUAX, TRAC Intermodal, and Triton International Limited, own or manage a significant portion of the global leased container and U.S. chassis fleets.

The IICL is active in educational, technological, safety, environmental, governmental, regulatory, and security issues. Complementing its widely accepted industry standards and best practices, the IICL offers its inspector certification examinations in more than 5,000 locations around the world, supported by publications and courses.

For more information, contact the IICL at info@iicl.org.